
 

 

JOIN US! 

We invite you to explore the 

fascinating world of artisan 

Japanese food…  

… in their original cultural context, 

handcrafted by individuals and local 

communities devoted to preserving age-

old traditions, producing healthy and 

safe food, and caring for the 

environment. Our tours are fully guided 

in small groups of 8 persons or less. We 

focus on non-mainstream destinations in 

regional and rural areas of Japan where 

l iving traditions can be experienced in 

their everyday, non-tourist context.   

Our tour leader, ‘Riko’ Hashimoto, is a 

fully bi lingual Japanese–Australian with 

over 20 years of experience in 

researching Japanese culture, 

environment and history—and an earth 

scientist by training—with a particular 

passion for healthy, environmentally 

sustainable food traditions. 

WHO  WE  ARE 

ABOUT US 
At Deeply Regional Japan®, we believe in 

fostering a deeper understanding of 

traditional Japanese culture, and 

promoting meaningful cultural exchange 

around the world. We believe in 

supporting regional and rural areas of 

Japan that are facing immense challenges 

from economic hardships, aging, 

depopulation and environmental issues. 

We offer cultural and eco-tours to non-

mainstream destinations, sales of 

traditional craft i tems, food education 

classes, garden design and maintenance 

services, and much more. Our activit ies 

directly support local communities and 

individuals in regional areas of Japan and 

Australia, contributing to the preservation 

and evolution of traditions into the future.  

 

CONTACT US 
Deeply Regional Japan® 

www.deeplyregionaljapan.com 

Email: hashimoto@grapevine.com.au 

Tel: 0408 255 905 

 

Deeply Regional Japan® is a registered 

trademark of Deeply Regional Japan Tours  

ABN 175 9480 1316 

PO Box 238, Mawson ACT 2607 
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Discover ‘real’ Japanese 

food—the healthy traditional 

and contemporary cuisines of 

regional and rural Japan  

So, you love travel and food. You 

have tried Japanese food and are 

curious to discover what lies 

beyond those popular dishes. What 

do the ordinary Japanese eat at 

home traditionally? Why is the 

Japanese diet healthy when some 

of the popular dishes appear 

otherwise? Are those popular 

dishes really that traditional?  

Find your answers by joining us 

and exploring regional and rural 

Japan, where healthy food 

traditions continue to be a part of 

everyday life… where artisans 

handcraft food and tableware in 

small workshops using time-

honoured methods, fresh local 

produce is prepared in country 

kitchens according to recipes 

passed down the generations, and 

ancient wisdom is nurturing 

innovative contemporary cuisines.   

JOIN  OUR  TOURS  TO…  

• sample a variety of authentic 

traditional and contemporary 

Japanese regional cuisines 

• learn how foods such as soy 

sauce, miso and sake are made 

using age-old methods  

• stay in rural and coastal 

communities and see how the 

fresh local produce is grown, 

gathered and prepared 

• discover a wonderland of 

traditional ingredients in regional 

markets and the beautiful 

Japanese countryside 

• watch artisans handcraft 

exquisite kitchenware and 

tableware including ceramics, 

textiles, metal and woodwork  

• explore the connections between 

Japanese food culture, history 

and environment  

 

SOME OF THE FOOD AND 

CRAFT TRADITIONS 

FEATURED IN TOURS: 

• The great fermentation traditions of 

Japan: soy sauce, miso and sake 

• Country food traditions: 

vegetables, mixed grains, 

“bushfoods” and preserving  

• Coastal food traditions: from 

ocean-fresh sashimi to dried fish 

and cellar-aged seaweed 

• Sushi and its surprising origins: the 

fermented seafoods of Japan  

• Noodles and their varied histories: 

soba, udon and ramen 

• Irori: traditional country farmhouse 

hearthside dining 

• Chaji: 16 th century-style tea 

ceremony dinner 

• Japanese handcrafted steel kitchen 

knives 

• Indigo-dyed kasuri (ikat) and 

shibori textiles, tsumugi kimono 

textiles, and more  

• Ceramic traditions: Echizen, Hagi, 

northern Kyushu, and more 

• Plus historic sites, gardens, natural 

landscapes and much more… 

Please ask us for customised 

tours catering for your needs 

 


